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Abstract: Medical data mining is the field of research pertaining to health care domain which helps in capturing latent
relationships among attributes. This kind of knowledge discovery in modern world has become indispensable as
clinical data is very huge and manual interpretation is not possible. Mining transactional databases containing medical
data has plethora of real world utilities such as medical diagnosis, expert decision making and so on. Medical data
mining also helps in promoting evidence based research that is essential and suitable for health care industry. Though
there are many areas of research in medical data mining, in this paper, we focus on the data mining approaches or
methods that help in finding periodically frequent diseases. A pattern which occurs at regular time intervals is said to be
periodically-frequent. Periodic frequent pattern discovery can help people concerned to make well informed decisions.
Towards this end, we analyze various methods that are used in medical data mining for discovering actionable
knowledge pertaining to periodically frequent diseases.
Index Terms: Data mining, medical data mining, frequent patterns, periodically frequent diseases
I.
INTRODUCTION
Periodic frequent patterns are the trends in the data that
occur frequently in regular intervals. A pattern is nothing
but set of items that exhibit an interesting fact. Often that
interesting fact helps enterprises to make expert decisions.
Usually periodically frequent patterns are extracted with
constraints such as minimum support and maximum
periodicity. The minimum support helps to filter the
patterns that do not occur with given frequency while the
periodicity criterion can help to control the maximum time
difference between two occurrences of pattern in the given
data set. This kind of medical data mining can bring about
rate items that are of interest to discover knowledge [1].
In this paper our contributions are described here.
 Survey of medical data mining techniques that are
used for mining periodically frequent diseases in
health care domain.
 Analyzing the present state-of-the-art pertaining to
medical data mining with respect to extracting
periodically frequent patterns.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides review of literature pertaining to
medical data mining, especially on mining periodically
frequent diseases. Section III analyzes the present state-ofthe-art on mining periodically frequent patterns. In other
words this section provides summary of findings with
discussion in some detail. Section IV provides conclusions
and directions for future work.

constraints pertaining to periodicity and minimum support.
Two important parameters considered in the algorithm are
“minsup” and “maxprd”. The values of these parameters
determine the output of the algorithm. Sample
transactional database is used for experiments. However,
this algorithm can be explored for medical data mining as
well.

Figure 1 – Tables containing transactional data and mined
patterns [2]

Table 1 shows the transactional database which contains
unique transaction IDs and corresponding items. Table 2
shows various patterns with values given to the parameters
“minsup” and “maxprd” denoted by S and P respectively.
Columns I, II, and III represent the periodically frequent
patterns that have been mined. From the experiments the
researchers came to know that in order to obtain rare items
II.
RELATED WORKS
This section reviews literature on mining periodic frequent and also frequent patterns it is essential to provide low
patterns. It throws light into mining techniques used on minimum support value and high periodicity value.
transactional databases for discovering periodically
frequent patterns. Surana et al. [2] proposed a data mining Chen and Liu [3] proposed a mining algorithm for finding
method named “MaxCPF-Tree” for mining periodic frequent patterns in biological sequence. They introduced
a concept known as primary pattern and then constructed
frequent patterns. The algorithm is made with multiple
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prefix tree for performing mining for frequent primary [3] are also compared with Apriori algorithm [5]. The
patterns. They algorithm is named “FBPM” which results are as shown in Figure 2.
improve mining performance and provides accurate
results. The notion of primary pattern is illustrated using
the data in Table 4.

Figure 2 – Performance of FBPM compared with Apriori
and BioPM [3]

Table 4 – Illustrates primary patterns [3]
As can be seen in Table 4, the results reveal the primary
patterns for S. These primary patterns are sorted before
using them for further mining process and a prefix tree is
generated for the primary patterns of S. Figure 1 shows the
generated prefix tree representing primary patterns of S.

As can be seen in Figure 2 (a) it is evident that the FBPM
algorithm outperforms the BioPM algorithm with its
performance. The total running time for various number of
sequences is low for FBPM. The reason behind the
performance bottleneck with BioPM is that it generates
lots of intermediary and short patterns that consume more
time. The performance of FBMP is more when compared
with other algorithms such as BioPM and Apriori with
respect to average time taken with given minimal support
threshold. The results reveal that the support is minimum
the average time taken is more [3]. Apriori is one of the
widely used algorithms for obtaining association rules.
Ilayaraja and Meyyappan [6] explored it well for medical
data mining. They extracted frequently occurring diseases
using Aprioi algorithm which was originally proposed by
Agarawal et al. [5]. In fact the authors of [6] used temporal
data mining approach that could extract month wise
frequency of various diseases that affect patients.
However, the algorithm proposed by them can be altered
in order to obtain periodically frequent diseases.

Figure 1 – Prefix tree for representing primary patterns of
S [3]
After construction of prefix tree, mining is performed on
the tree structure that extracts periodically frequent
patterns. The prefix tree also helps in avoiding irrelevant
patterns. The algorithm starts from root node and moves to
all nodes layer by layer fashion. The path in the prefix tree
ends at a. The similar kind of work was done by Xiong et
al. [4] whose algorithm was named “BioPM” meant for
protein sequence mining where multiple support values are
used for mining patterns. The results of FBPM [3] are
compared with that of BioPM [4]. The comparison is
made in terms of computation time and vs. the number of
sequence and the minimal support threshold. The results of
Copyright to IJARCCE
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As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that the algorithm
has mined the medical data and visualized the periodically
frequent patterns. In other words the results reveal the
number of diseases that occur in each month of the given
year.

data. For retrieving maximal periodic patterns they
proposed an effective algorithm. Catley et al. [11]
explored mining patterns on medical data that are
temporally abstracted. They applied their mining
technique to multi-dimensional clinical data. They could
extract trends from clinical data and classify them as data,
Sridevi and Rajaram [7] proposed a new method for results, knowledge, and integration. The overview of the
extracting periodic frequent patterns from transactional trends extracted is presented in Figure 5.
database. Their approach makes use of time stamp in order
to find the time interval and make decisions while
presenting data. The processing is done in three phases. In
the first phase dataset is taken and the data is identified for
processing. In phase II transitional pattern mining is done.
In phase III Allen’s algebra is used to find periodic
frequent patterns. Afterwards their method is compared
with other existing methods. Their framework is as shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 5 – Overview of the patterns obtained from clinical
data [11]
As can be seen in Figure 5, the trends classified include
multi-dimensional, high frequency data, real world clinical
data, supporting null hypothesis testing, process level
integration, synthesized knowledge base, and system level
integration. Berlingerio et al. [12] studied a real world
medical case study in order to explore trends in temporal
dimension. They applied time annotated sequences [13],
[14] for extracting trends. Catley et al. [15] proposed an
integrated temporal data mining approach for mining
patterns on medical data. Meamarzadeh et al. [16] built an
application of temporal data mining. They extracted
temporal rules from medical data that can be used for
making well informed decisions. They built a
methodology which is based on Allen’s temporal
relationship theory. The temporal interval relation among
the data items is used to build directed acyclic graph
gestational diabetes as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 4 – Overview of the Framework for Efficient
Periodic Transitional Patterns [7]
As can be seen in Figure 4, the framework makes use of
algorithms in order to mine frequent patterns. The
algorithms used are FP – Growth [8] and SMCA [9]. The
former is used to mine frequent patterns with periodicity
while the latter can be used without periodicity. Other
mining algorithms for mining periodic frequent patterns on
time series database include Singular Periodic Pattern
Mining (SPMiner) [9], Asynchronous Sequence Mining
(APMiner) [9], Complex Periodic Pattern Mining
(CPMiner) [9] and Multievent Periodic Pattern Mining
(MPMiner) [9].
Huiping Cao et al. [10] defined the problem pertaining to
periodic patterns in a database containing spatiotemporal
Copyright to IJARCCE
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Tsumoto et al. [17] proposed temporal data mining method
for temporal knowledge pertaining to nursing practice.
This research could improve services in health care
domain. The temporal patterns obtained helped to make
decisions in a hospital. The mining process used temporal
data analysis that generates a decision tree for making
expert decisions.

Figure 7 – Mining process [17]
The mining process is applied to medical data base where
the methods used are multidimensional scaling and
clustering. The dataset contains clinical data pertaining to
lung cancer and cataracta. This method proved to be
innovative for improving hospital services and
management. Froelich and Wakulicz-Deja [18] proposed
adaptive fuzzy cognitive maps for periodic frequent
patterns. They extracted medical concepts from data
containing temporal relationships. The trends obtained
temporally include condition of patients, drugs prescribed,
effects of drugs, and any side effects and so on. Thus their
method was effective in knowledge representation and
mining trends from that.
Spenceley and Warren [19] proposed an intelligent online
interface to deal with electronic medical records.
Temporal data mining approach is used by the application
that which proved to be useful in predicting data
requirements and has potential for further application of
temporal data mining to obtain periodic frequent patterns.
Lai et al. [20] presented more flexible model to extract
periodic frequent patterns. The data used for experiments
is time series data. Their method explored mining frequent
patterns based on the temporal abstractions. The mining
process employed by them also used the parameter
minimum support in order to have control over the
patterns. Thus the resultant patterns will be used by
domain experts for decision making.
III.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This section provides the summary of the findings
conceived from review of literature pertaining to some sort
Copyright to IJARCCE

of temporal mining which aimed at producing periodically
frequent patterns from medical data sets.
Surana et al. [2] proposed a data mining method named
“MaxCPF-Tree” for mining periodic frequent patterns.
Multiple constraints for the parameters “minsup” and
“maxprd” are the important features in their method to
deal with rate items problem. Chen and Liu [3] proposed a
mining algorithm for finding frequent patterns in
biological sequence. They used primary pattern concept
for the first time. They extracted primary patterns first and
then the generated data structure is sued for mining
periodically frequent patterns. Ilayaraja and Meyyappan
[6] explored Apriori for medical data mining. They could
extract month-wise occurring diseases as part of their
periodic frequent pattern mining. Sridevi and Rajaram [7]
proposed a new method for extracting periodic frequent
patterns from transactional database. Allen’s algebra
played an important role in this approach. They made use
of algorithms such as FP-Growth and SMCA for achieving
the results. They also used other mining approaches such
as Singular Periodic Pattern Mining (SPMiner) [8],
Asynchronous Sequence Mining (APMiner) [9], Complex
Periodic Pattern Mining (CPMiner) [8] and Multievent
Periodic Pattern Mining (MPMiner) [8] for time series
datasets. Huiping Cao et al. [10] made mining on
spatiotemporal data while Catley et al. [11] explored
mining on multi-dimensional clinical data. Time annotated
sequences technique is used in [13] and [14]. Allen’s
temporal theory is also used in [16]. In [17] periodic
pattern mining is done to improve services in hospital with
respect to nursing which deals with diseases like cancer
and cataracta. Adaptive fuzzy cognitive maps are used for
periodic frequent pattern mining in [18] for effectively
extracting hidden periodic frequencies in clinical database.
Intelligent online interface for mining electronic patient
records was explored in [19] while a more flexible model
for periodic frequent pattern mining is explored in [20].
From the best knowledge obtained from these insights, we
are proposing a new method for effective periodic pattern
mining of medical data in our future work.
IV.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we studied the temporal relationship which is
hidden in medical databases in terms of mining periodic
frequent patterns. There are two parameters that are to be
supplied by domain experts in order to extract very useful
periodic frequent patterns that can be used for expert
decision making. These parameters are minimum support
and periodicity. However, some methods found in the
literature make use of both while other methods use only
support parameter. The rate item problem is also identified
and which can be resolved using low support value and
high periodicity as it will not ignore certain values for
consideration. From this research it is understood that
further work is required in order to have more effective
method that can help in extracting periodically frequent
patterns that can be used by hospitals in the health care
industry. Towards this end, in our future work we are
going to develop a tool along with a new method which
will extract periodically frequent diseases which are of
interest to decision makers in health care domain.
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